Sheyla Guterriez
Sheyla Gutiérrez is a Professional Dog Trainer and Dog Agility
Judge, offering training and behavior services to dogs and their
care givers. Sheyla teaches a variety of classes in agility,
obedience, house training, manners, dog sports, relationship building,
behavior issues and consultation.
Originally from San Juan, Puerto Rico, she has trained dogs for 20 years. She rst started
agility with her Labrador Retriever, Zohe, and since then has trained and handled a wide
variety of dogs including a Doberman Tyson, Pugs Elphie and Minnie, BC’s Chill, Fanta,
Shiny and Rebel, as well as many of her students’ dogs throughout the years. Sheyla an
her dogs have achieved agility champion status in both USDAA (multiple ADCH, PDCH and
even LAA) and AKC (MACH). Her dogs have been Performance Speed Jumping and Grand
Prix Finalist at Cynosport, UKI US Open Winner Takes All and Masters Series Champio
Sheyla prides herself in staying current with the changes in the sport, and believes strongly that dogs (like their
people) are individuals and have different learning styles – so she particularly likes to adapt the work to t the
needs of the team. She enjoys working with behavior issues as well as agility, and recognizes the importance of
being able to think outside the box to nd solutions

Tuesday August 1
8:00 am - 12:00 pm.
Starters Agility Handling Skills
$170
Pre-Novice, Novice and Open dogs and their handlers practice and learn handling skills and
training options to improve and support the young inexperienced dog’s performance
1:00 - 5:00 pm
Course Analysis
$100
Enrollment 10
Open to handlers at all levels. This class will have lots of instruction and lecture, as well as
practical application while walking an actual course, discussing a plan and executing it. You will
learn how to read a course, how to memorize it, how to use the course map to gure out ideal
lines, and how to choose your ideal line and handling options.

Wednesday August 1
8:00 am -12;00 pm
One Jump
$17
Pre-Novice, Novice Open, CPE levels 1,2,3,4 dogs. Join us in training a LOT of essential skills
with just ONE JUMP!!!! From there are COUNTLESS agility skills that can be taught and
practiced with minimal equipment
1:00 - 5:00 pm
One Jump 2
$170
Excellent, Masters, C-ATCH dogs. Learn to train and practice COUNTLESS advanced agility
skills - Front Crosses, Sends, Backsides , even Fancy Moves using one jump/minimal
equipment.
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Thursday August 12
8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Advanced Agility Handling Skills
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Advanced Agility Handling Skills
For those competing at or with the skills to compete at Masters, CPE. C-ATCH,
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Please welcome

$170

